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We are able to supply rotors for every machine generaon.
This mean that a wide range of rotors are at your disposal. 
Aluminum rotors – Ideal for large rotor diameter by 
virtue of their low weight for automac machines - Standard 
material for semi automac machines rotor cup.

Available with different coang technology :

-- Nickel coated (N)
- Nickel diamond coated (DN)
- Diamond coated  (D)
- Elox coated

The rotor cup can be supplied alone or assembled in 
balance  on bearings for the main brand name machines.

Rotor cup
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Groove profiles

Ceramic pWith ceramic pin :

For magnec version
and AERO version   :

Steel rotor – Ideal for small diameter rotors for producon 
over 100.000 rpm. Available with different sha for use on 
all automac machine generaon.
Available in different diameter and different groove shape 
combined with a specific coang technology can be ideally 
adjusted to the type of fiber spun.
OOpon of coang :

- Boronized steel (B)
- Diamond coang (D)
- Nichel diamond coang (DN)
- Boronized + diamond coang (BD) 

We are able to supply rotor assembled for SCHLAFHORST  
and RIETER  machine and also for any other brand name.

Rotor assembled 
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Primarily for man-made fibers and their blends 
with coon as well as linen. Also suitable for 
pure coon with few trash and good average
staple lenght

Standard opening roller for coon, intensive 
opening acon, good fiber delivery, good wear 
resistance properes of the teeth

Standard opening roller for coon, intensive 
opening acon, good fiber delivery, good wear
resistance properes of the teeth

Pure coon                    6.000 - 8.500 
Coon blends                6.000 - 8.500 

Polyester/Polyamide    6.000 - 8.500
Polyacrilic Rayon 

S-21 N                                                             
S-21 DN                                                          

 Coon Rayon                 6.000 - 8.000 

B-20 N                                                            Rayon                              6.000 - 8.000
B-20 DN 

B-174 N                                                          Coon                             6.000 - 8.000
B-174 DN 

Type               Tooth shape         Fibers                      Speed range - rpm   Characteriscs

To have a good quality is important that the feed sliver 
before the yarn produced in the rotor, is well cleaned from
dirt and the fiber are gentled handled.
For this purpose we can offer you different soluon as wire
ring or solid ring , that can supplied with different type of 
coang.

NicNickel coated  or Nickel diamond coated 

We can also offer complete soluon assembled.

Combing rollers 
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We can also offer soluon assembled with their bearings : 

We can offer supporng discs for the most common 
machines,Planed version, reflector version and laser 
version.

 

Supporng discs 
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M10+1.25 Thread
M12x1.5

SW17 SW17

SW 17            MAGNETIC      SW 17 RIETER      R20 RIETER       BD machine       BT machine           BD 300

All version are available with different metal holder for  assembling  in most common rotor spinning machines

Spiral KS                     Spiral KS A              6 Notches K6 A  

Smooth KN               4 Notches KN4          6 Notches KN6          8 Notches KN8

The nozzles are crucial for yarn characterisc.
The design of the navel has substanal influence 
also in the spinning stability.
Smooth navel
is offering good yarn values and low hairiness 
Notches navels
is giving bis giving beer spinning stability in relaon to the 
smooth one. More notches increase the hairiness.
Spiral
is offering very good yarn properes with low hairiness.
Lower spinning stability in confrontaon to the Notches
one.
Whirl insert
ccan be offered in addion for increasing of the hairiness
and the yarn becomes bulky.

Draw-off nozzles 
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